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In today’s market of Rotating Biological Contactors
(RBCs) for wastewater treatment, one stands out
with a history of superior performance; from both a
process and particularly, a mechanical standpoint.
And, that history can be substantiated.
For your information and your files, I have enclosed
a brochure depicting and describing the EnviroDisc
RBC, manufactured by Walker Process Equipment.
Please share this information with your governing
Board for some open discussion. And, I’m always
available should there be any questions.
Many RBC facilities are at an age when
consideration is being given to a change. In many of
those cases, it’s not a matter of expansion, but of
upgrade. RBC Facilities were generally designed to
include various, but specific other unit processes to
work with a fixed film process.
With a change of that main process – perhaps to a
version of activated sludge, not only would some of
the other equipment need to be replaced, but the
footprint of the facility would require a change, the
permit would change, overall requirements would
change - not to mention the added workload of the
laboratory, and the probable addition of trained
personnel.
Another aspect to consider - and perhaps the
most important to most any community, would
be that of cost. By staying with the RBC process
– even if the current equipment was replaced
using today’s enhancements, the cost would be
approximately 40 to 60 percent less than that of
a change to an alternate form of process. All
things considered, the same would hold true for
a plant expansion.

There have been comments by engineers who
believe RBC technology is something of the past.
The success of the RBC process however, speaks
for itself. While some mechanical problems did
occur in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, they have
been corrected and have since operated without
difficulty. The vast majority of RBC operators are
very satisfied with the equipment and the process.
Quite frankly, an engineering firm stands to gain
considerably more by redesigning the entire plant
as opposed to upgrading it with the existing
technology. Consider the people in your
community who end up paying for an unnecessary
design instead of making every attempt to save
them money – particularly in today’s economy.
If your RBCs are currently air driven, some power
modifications will be required. But, even so, it
will end up with less power required than for most
other processes. RBC Operation remains to be one
of the most efficient and economical processes
from an energy usage standpoint. And, with
today’s costs to consider, energy savings becomes
very important.
With the EnviroDisc RBC, there have not been
any reports of problems from the field. Regarding
treatment surface area, the EnviroDisc can be
configured with the media required to provide
optimum process without concern. Alternate
media configurations are no problem.
Having run RBCs for many years, the vast
majority of operators realize the ease of that
process; relatively little maintenance, little or no
process interruption from organic slug loadings or
high influent rates from storm events and, overall
reliability.

Upgrades and expansions can be done with relative
ease; replacing the RBCs without any modifications
required to the existing tanks, and add units - if
required, by providing new tanks with minor piping
reconfiguration. Using today’s enhancements will
also ensure more than acceptable effluent quality for
years to come.
There remain three manufacturers of RBCs in
today’s market with varying operating
characteristics. RBC Services is very familiar with
each of them - their beginnings and their histories of
performance.
For more than 30 years, my job has been to assist
RBC owners and operators – regardless of the type
or model, by providing operating informational
support, field service, existing RBC
inspections/evaluations, quality replacement
equipment, and on occasion, arranging for a facility
to be completely tested and analyzed to determine
causes of unusual process upsets or in preparation
for a facility upgrade or expansion.
From all that time spent, and the field experience
gained, in my opinion, with the line of RBCs in
today’s market, the EnviroDisc stands out front
with operating history, mechanical integrity and
product support by the manufacture.

Even if the situation arises at your facility for the
need of a single replacement RBC, please give me
a call. We can discuss options and your particular
case regarding logistics and procedures. The
exchange can be done regardless of whether your
units are outside under enclosures or inside a
building.
RBC Services has always offered options to its
Customers to keep costs to a minimum. Most of
our Customers are small communities throughout
the United States, and I realize the strain on the
people of those communities who are ultimately
responsible for the expenses. Being a taxpayer, I
understand the need to economize whenever and
where ever possible.
Remember, if you ever have any questions
regarding your RBC operations, or the
compatibility of the EnviroDisc at your facility,
please do not hesitate to give me a call.

